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Progress for
whom?

IN THIS
WEEK

L-R, Brighitte Whipple, virtual teacher, Stephanie Cox, virtual parent, in-person parent
Ann Sherman-White, Janet Cunningham, Exceptional Student Education teacher,
Congressman Charlie Crist, and moderator Steven Cary, district director for Crist.
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Bittersweet transition

Crist holds parentteacher conference
over COVID concerns
BY FRANK DROUZAS
Staff Writer
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St. Pete Youth Farm

IMPORTANT
DEADLINES:
Census
Deadline:
September 30
Voter
Registration
Deadline:
October 5

ST. PETERSBURG – Rep.
Charlie Crist hosted a parentteacher discussion on Wednesday night asking for talking
points he and his colleagues in
the House will use to push the
Senate when they reconvene
later this month to pass the
Heroes Act and the $58 billion
it includes for local school districts.
Panelists included in-person parent Ann ShermanWhite,
virtual
parent
Stephanie Cox, Janet Cunningham, Exceptional Student Education teacher at Calvin
Hunsinger School in Clearwater; Brighitte Whipple, virtual
teacher at Jamerson Elementary in south St. Pete.
Crist, who listened to all
the panelists’ suggestions,
noted that the pandemic has
hit everyone hard, not least of
all the children who have had
to make significant adjustments in their lives.

“For many of our students,” Crist noted, “our
schools are more than just a
place of learning as we all
know. They’re a place of connection. A place where they
socialize and have the opportunity to be with friends, build
social skills and seize opportunity. But above all, our schools
are meant to be safe spaces for
our students and our teachers.”
Sherman-White,
whose
son attends John Hopkins
Middle in south St. Pete, underscored the importance of
wraparound support services
being readily available for the
children in the event they are
faced with COVID.
“Make sure that the lines
of communication are open
that help support someone facing that,” she said.
Cox was pleased to learn
that a COVID tracker on the
school board’s website reveals
up-to-the-minute figures such
as where cases are located or
how many cases a particular

school can confirm. Parents
can find this information at
www.pcsb.org/Page/34025.
“In about seven weeks, I’m
going to have the option as a
parent to bring my two children back into school, out of
MyPCS online and bring them
back face to face,” said Cox,
whose children attend Thurgood Marshall Middle and
Shore Acres Elementary in St.
Pete. “And so I need that data
to make the best choice for my
family. It’s going to tell me: ‘Is
this school safe for my sons?’”
Whipple shared concerns
that as the summer COVID
cases rose and the state made
a push to reopen schools in
the fall, it looked like the science was being ignored.
“As we continue to move
forward, I’m really hoping that
the metric’s kept — that we’re
not fudging the numbers to
make them look a certain way
for a certain political position.
Let’s make it real so that parents — whatever your political
See CRIST, page 5

St. Petersburg High students call for
the ‘decolonization’ of Pinellas
County curriculum
BY NICOLE SLAUGHTER
GRAHAM
Staff Writer

Deadline to
request a ballot
be mailed:
October 24, at
5:00 p.m.
Early Voting:
October 19 November 1

ST. PETERSBURG — In
early June, a petition authored
by three St. Petersburg High
School students started circulating on Instagram. The petition,
which has more than 200 signatures, called for the “decolonization” of the curriculum in
Pinellas County and was addressed directly to School
Board Superintendent Dr.
Michael Grego.
Yamira Patterson, a junior in
the International Baccalaureate
program at St. Petersburg High
School and one of the authors of
the petition, said she cringed
when thinking about returning
to school. One class, in particular, known as “theory of knowl-

Yamira Patterson
edge,” which, she said, is a class we’re talking about things like
based on philosophy and set up whether or not everyone should
for debate, is a source of much have access to healthcare,
frustration for her.
which really isn’t that controver“We’re supposed to debate sial.”
controversial topics like human
See CURRICULUM, page 5
rights issues,” she said. “But

Goliath J. Davis
GOLIATH J. DAVIS, III, PH.D.
Contributor

ST. PETERSBURG – As far back
as the call for urban renewal, Black
communities have been victimized
by programs and economic development initiatives implemented in
the name of progress for Black folks
but have, in reality, had the opposite
effect. In many ways, the programs
have been Trojan Horses, masquerading as African American improvements when, in fact, they have
been forerunners to gentrification
and white prosperity.
We have witnessed a classic example of this phenomenon in St. Petersburg at the current major
league baseball site, formerly
known as the Gas Plant area, home
to residents, businesses, and
houses of worship. The 86-acre site
housed 800 or more individuals,
Davis Elementary School, the
Harlem Theatre, the Johnson
Branch Library and three churches.
It survived hurricane Donna in the
60s but could not survive the wrecking ball.
City officials’ original economic
development proposal included an
industrial park, affordable housing
and jobs. When the industrial park
failed to become a reality, the city
turned to baseball.
With each proposal, the AfricanAmerican community was promised living-wage jobs and a “better
life.” Ironically, nothing about life
after baseball has been better for
Blacks.
The jobs, for the most part, are
not living wage. They are seasonal,
and the business opportunities did
not materialize as promised, given
most are inside the stadium and
controlled by the team’s owners.
Mayor Rick Kriseman recently
issued an RFP (request for proposals) to redevelop the site, given the
Tampa Bay Rays’ impending departure. Although the stadium is constructed on lands previously
inhabited and owned by Blacks,
CRA lines were redrawn some time
ago, and tax increments accrue to
downtown business owners, not
those south of Central Avenue
where most Black businesses are
located.
What, if any, role will there be
for the African-American community in the site redevelopment? Assuming the major competitors will
probably be from majority business
communities, the city provided a
recommended reading list on Black
life in the area and the City of St.
Pete.
See PROGRESS, page 11
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Are you interested in being a radio guest?
Radio Personality Princess Denise Wright
of Matters of the Heart Radio Ministry
is looking forward to you being a guest on
her global radio broadcasting network on
99.1 FM JAMS. Matters of the Heart Radio
Ministry has been broadcasting for the past 16 years locally and
internationally, all the way into Jamaica. For additional information
about scheduling a guest interview or promoting your business,
book, music CD or non-profit organization, please call 727-488-8818
or email princessdenise.8818@yahoo.com
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NOTICE OF FINDING OF NO SIGNFICANT IMPACT AND
NOTICE OF INTENT TO REQUEST RELEASE OF FUNDS

September 3, 2020
City of St. Petersburg
P.O. Box 2842
St. Petersburg, Florida 33731
727-551-3353

This notice shall satisfy two separate but related procedural requirements for activities to be undertaken by the City of St. Petersburg
(City).
REQUEST FOR RELEASE OF FUNDS
On or about September 18, 2020 the City will submit a request to
the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
for the release of Community Development Block Grant (CDBG)
funds under Title I of the Housing and Community Development
Act of 1974, as amended, to undertake a project known as Warehouse
Arts District-Deuces Live 22nd Street South Corridor Improvements
for the purpose of streetscape and roadway improvements to include
traffic calming elements, bike lanes, sidewalks, pedestrian safety measures, landscaping additions, lighting, signal enhancements, stormwater, drainage, and ADA compliance enhancements, and two new
public parks from 5th Avenue South to 11th Avenue South at 22nd
Street South, estimated project cost at $5,473,837.
FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT
The City has determined that the project will have no significant impact on the human environment. Therefore, an Environmental Impact Statement under the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
(NEPA) is not required. An Environmental Review Record (ERR)
that documents the environmental determinations for this project
will be made available to the public for review either electronically
or by U.S. mail. Please submit your request by U.S. mail to the City
of St. Petersburg, Housing and Community Development, Attn: Tony
Fernandez, P.O. Box 2842, St. Petersburg, Florida 33731 or by email
to tony.fernandez@stpete.org with the subject listed as 22nd Street
South Corridor Improvements ERR. The ERR may also be accessed
online at the following website https://www.onecpd.info/environmental-review/environmental-review-records.
PUBLIC COMMENTS
Any individual, group, or agency may submit written comments on
the ERR to the City of St. Petersburg, Housing and Community Development, Attn: Tony Fernandez, P.O. Box 2842, St. Petersburg,
Florida 33731 or by email to tony.fernandez@stpete.org with the subject listed as 22nd Street South Corridor Improvements Public Comment. All comments received by September 18, 2020 will be
considered by the City prior to authorizing submission of a request
for release of funds. Comments should specify which Notice they are
addressing.
ENVIRONMENTAL CERTIFICATION

The Weekly Challenger
Home Delivery to South St. Petersburg for $50 yearly

RATE
REDUCTION
SPECIAL!

First Class Mail Subscription Cost: $80 yearly
Name: _____________________________________________________________________
Address: ___________________________________________________________________
City/State/Zip: _____________________________________________________________

The City certifies to HUD that Joshua Johnson in his capacity as Director of Housing and Community Development consents to accept
the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts if an action is brought to enforce responsibilities in relation to the environmental review process
and that these responsibilities have been satisfied. HUD’s approval
of the certification satisfies its responsibilities under NEPA and related
laws and authorities and allows the City to use program funds.
OBJECTIONS TO RELEASE OF FUNDS
HUD will accept objections to its release of fund and the City of St.
Petersburg Housing and Community Development certification for
a period of fifteen days following the anticipated submission date or
its actual receipt of the request (whichever is later) only if they are on
one of the following bases: (a) the certification was not executed by
the Certifying Officer of the City of St. Petersburg Housing and Community Development Department; (b) the City’s Housing and Community Development Department has omitted a step or failed to
make a decision or finding required by HUD regulations at 24 CFR
part 58; (c) the grant recipient or other participants in the development process have committed funds, incurred costs or undertaken
activities not authorized by 24 CFR Part 58 before approval of a release of funds by HUD; or (d) another Federal agency acting pursuant
to 40 CFR Part 1504 has submitted a written finding that the project
is unsatisfactory from the standpoint of environmental quality. Objections must be prepared and submitted via email in accordance with
the required procedures (24 CFR Part 58, Sec. 58.76) and shall be addressed by email to the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, Jacksonville Field Office, Kenneth.M.Pinnix@hud.gov.
Potential objectors should contact the U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development, Jacksonville Field Office via email to verify
the actual last day of the objection period.
Joshua Johnson, Director
City of St. Petersburg
Housing and Community Development

Phone No:__________________________________________________________________
Email Address: _____________________________________________________________
New Subscription _______ (or) Renewal ______
Date: _____________ Amount Paid: $________________ Cash ____ Check ____
Comments: ________________________________________________________________
Make Checks Payable to: The Weekly Challenger
Mail this form & payment to: The Weekly Challenger, P.O. Box 35130, St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Email: editor@theweeklychallenger.com • Phone: (727) 896-2922 • Fax (727) 823-2568
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THE BLACK PRESS

All news items, advertising copy and
related art submitted for publication
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believes that America can
best lead the world from racial
antagonism when it accords to
every man, regardless of race,
creed or color, his human and
legal rights. Hating no man,
fearing no man... the Black Press
strives to help every man in the
firm belief that all men are hurt
as long as anyone is held back.

COLUMNIST’S
DISCLAIMER
The views expressed by The
Weekly Challenger columnists/
advice columnists do not necessarily
reflect the views of The Weekly
Challenger. By publishing such
columns, The Challenger is not
advocating the following of any
advice or suggestion expressed.
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reasons of space, clarity or for
considerations of liability. All
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to timeliness or newsworthiness.
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M O R E TH A N A PI E R .

A N E X PI E R IE N C E .

It’s time to make your way to the
e new St. Pete Pier, where
dless sun and
d fun
f await!
it! Splash
S l h the
th day
d away…hit
hit the
th
endl
beach…discover our unique ecosystem at the Tampa Bay Watch
Discovery Center…or simply enjoy the views. It’s St. Petersburg’s
newest family fun district – and with so much to see, do, and
explore, it’s sure to bring out the kid in everyone!

S
STPETEPIER.ORG
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A conversation with city officials
BY FRANK DROUZAS
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG –
Having strong neighborhood associations is vital
when it comes to receiving input from residents
and learning critical information that affects not
only the neighborhood
but the city.
The Childs Park
Neighborhood Association has its monthly meeting come rain or shine –
or pandemic. Conducted
by Bro. John Muhammad,
the association’s president, their August meeting gave residents a
chance to speak with city
officials via Zoom
Nikki Gaskin-Capehart, director of Urban Affairs for the City of St.
Petersburg, noted that
lifelines to important city
campaigns and initiatives
such as My Brother’s and
Sister’s Keeper, Cohort of
Champions, and Not My
Son have been kept strong
through the pandemic.
“We’ve been able to
pivot as a result of COVID19,” she said. “We were
one of those first ones out
of the gate at the beginning in March to start offering our programs via
Zoom so that we did not
miss a beat.”
Capehart said through
the city’s partnership with
One Community – a comprehensive plan for economic growth in south St.
Pete – Urban Affairs
wanted to reach out to as
many families as possible
through the members of
the
entrepreneurial
ecosystem to focus on
testing early on for
COVID.
“The testing was a
major focus for us early,”

she said, noting that
Childs Park was one of the
area’s first testing sites.
Amid the landscape of
COVID, programs such as
the Inclusive St. Pete
MBE Accelerator, which
focuses on fast-tracking
minority firms’ participation in corporate and government supplier diversity
procurement programs,
have still seen success.
Capehart said that over
half of the participants still
have
received
their
Florida State Minority
Supplier
Development
Council
Certification,
which allows them to
grow and continue to hire
employees.
“So many of those
businesses have realized
that growth even in the
midst of COVID,” she
said, “as a result of being
a part of this accelerator.”
Urban Affairs continues to do meaningful work
concerning a study on
structural racism and equitable redevelopment.
City Development Administrator Alan DeLisle
spoke of the Tropicana
Field Site Request for Proposals (RFP) and its impending redevelopment
plan, as Tropicana sits
atop 86 acres of publiclyowned land.
“We’ve brought in an
internationally-renowned
architect and their team to
look at the site and to do a
study, or an analysis, of
the site with the baseball
stadium,” he said, adding
that the city has spent
about two years reaching
out to the community and
getting ideas to put the
study together.
Another study was
done and another plan
drawn up to allow for the
possibility of the stadium

Nikki Capehart

Alan DeLisle

Jessica Eilerman

Veatrice Farrell

no longer being on the
land. The same principles
were maintained in both
plans.
“Those principles are
reflected in the RFP that
we just issued,” DeLisle
said, adding that though
the property is technically
owned by the county, the
city does have control of it.
Because of its accessible location, he said it
couldn’t be a “better economic development gift”
to the city. The infrastructure is in good shape, and
Booker
Creek
runs
through it, providing the
property with water.
The second study
done — the one without
the stadium as the focus –
Booker Creek and development around it became
the focus. Market rate and
affordable housing for the
property are in both plans.
The city will look at any
disparity and mobility
studies that can be done
for recommendations as
well.
Even though the RFP
has been issued, DeLisle
said the city is always still
listening to the community for ideas of how to develop the property.
“The Request For Pro-

posals goes out until Jan.
15 of next year,” he said,
“so we’re giving the development community a long
time to look at this, to
study it. I hope if you read
the RFP you will see that
it’s just chock full of reports, studies, information
about who we are in St.
Petersburg.”
DeLisle said that St.
Pete is looking to the Jan.
15 deadline for submissions from developers
from around the world,
but underscored that the
city does not want to sell
the land to a developer “to
do whatever they want.”
“They have to partner
with the city, 50-50 partnership, and they have to
deliver on what they say
they’re going to do once
they are selected,” he
said.
After the January
deadline, it will take several months for the mayor
to decide — allowing for
community input — and
for the city and developer
to make a development
agreement then.
Economic Development Coordinator George
Smith noted that the city
has continued to offer purchase assistance for
homeowners in St. Pete
through various housing
programs.
“We offer assistance
up to $20,000 for homebuyers as long as your
household income is less
than 140 percent of AMI
(area median income),”
he said. “For a family of
four, just to give you
some sense of what that
means, the household income cannot exceed
$98,420.”
There is also the
rehab assistance program, Smith pointed out,
which is geared toward
addressing repair to systems of homes, like roofing,
electrical,
air
conditioning and plumbing. The maximum loan
amount is $45,000.
Through the Facade
Improvement Grant Pro-

gram, homebuyers can receive grant funding to repair and enhance the
exterior facade of a property. The maximum grant
amount is $8,000 and is
limited to household incomes of 80 percent of
AMI. The AMI for the
Tampa-St. Pete-Clearwater area is $69,200.
Smith encouraged anyone interested in assistance through these or
other housing programs
to
contact
him
at george.smith@stpete.or
g or (727) 892-5210.
Jessica
Eilerman,
Greenhouse
Manager,
Small Business Liaison,
noted that the St. Pete
Greenhouse, a city and
chamber of commerce
partnership, is continuing
to provide business owners and entrepreneurs
with education, resources
and assistance.
“If you are a business
owner or an aspiring business owner or thinking
about entrepreneurship
… the Greenhouse is really your front door,” she
said.
St. Pete Greenhouse
has adjusted for COVID,
so about half of the workshops offered are now ondemand, as these taped
classes on various topics
are beneficial for business
owners. This online library of classes is available 24 hours a day. There
are also virtual classes
that feature live presentations.
“We are incorporating
a lot of questions and answer into those to make it
as participatory as possible,” Eilerman said.
Mentorship and business consulting are also
offered free of charge, she
said, and touted the Small
Business Navigator Program, which is essentially
city staff members who
are assigned to geographic areas throughout
the city to be responsive
to business owners.
“It is a way to develop
a relationship with an eco-

nomic development staff
member who can really
work one-on-one with you
and answer questions, get
you where you want to go,
talk about your business
development and then
link you into all of the resources that exist,” Eilerman explained.
Concerning the establishment of business projects, Veatrice Farrell,
executive
director,
Deuces Live said that
there are a number of
projects taking place at
the Deuces Live. The historic area has been named
a Florida Main Street —
this designation qualifies
it for an assistance program of redevelopment
with an overreaching arch
of historic preservation.
Years of working on
projects is now paying dividends, as many are coming to fruition at the same
time.
“The advantages of
having a business organization is that you collectively can do things
together that maybe you
wouldn’t be able to do separately,” Farrell said. “So if
the name of your business
association was Childs
Park Business Association, then you could have
events and publicize all
the businesses in your
area.”
The aim is to market
the area to encourage people to look at business opportunities or rent or buy
homes. Currently, she
said, there are several
projects on the corridor
that are in various stages
of development.
There will likely be activity soon on the Manhattan Casino property and
across the street, and the
Carter
G.
Woodson
African American Museum has been promised
five acres from the city. A
private developer is looking to rezone seven acres
from industrial to mixeduse commercial on the
corridor’s north end.

LEGAL NOTICE
Notice under fictitious name law Pursuant to F.S. section 865.09 NOTICE IS
HEREBY GIVEN that the undersigned, desiring to engage in business under the
fictitious name of Murphy's Lawn Care & Home Repair, 1275 66th street North
#41372 in the city of St. Petersburg, County of Pinellas, State of Florida, 33743, intends to register the said name with the Division of Corporations of Florida Department of State, Tallahassee, Florida. Dated this 3rd day of September 2020, Kerry
L. Murphy, 860 34th Avenue South Apt. #26, St. Petersburg, FL 33705. Publish
date of September 3, 2020.
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Individuals, families & workforce financial assistance
PINELLAS COUNTY –
If you lost a job or significant income due to impacts from the pandemic,
you may qualify for financial assistance up to
$5,000 per household to
pay for rent, mortgage or
utility payments.
Text
the
word
COVIDCARES to the
phone number 898211
to start the process.
Qualifications:
Signed form attesting
to lost job or income due
to COVID-19 and that you
have less than $10,000 in
the bank.
Proof of U.S. and Pinellas County residency.
Proof of overdue bills.
Steps:
1. Text the word
COVIDCARES to the
phone number 898211 –
you will be asked a few
screening questions via
text to confirm you qualify.
2. Email required documents showing U.S. and
Pinellas County residency,
overdue bill and other info
to help@211tampabay.org 3
. Sign electronic form attesting to your COVID-related financial need – they
will email the form once all
your documents are re-

ceived.
4. Payment will be
made directly to the utility, landlord or mortgage
company
after
your
signed attestation form is
submitted.
Once your signed
forms and residency documentation have been received, you’ll get a
message confirming the
status of your application.
Upon approval, all payments will go directly to
the eligible utility, mortgage lender or landlord.
You will not receive a direct payment.
Applicants who did
not previously qualify
for the program or who
already received help,
but need assistance for
additional
overdue
bills, can apply again
with a maximum of
$5,000 per household.
You can only apply for
assistance to cover coronavirus-related costs that
have not already been
paid for by insurance or
by another federal program.
Please note: Assistance requests will be
processed as quickly as

possible. Due to the widespread impact of the pandemic on our local
community, we anticipate
a high volume of requests. Please do not call
or text to check on the status of your request as this
will slow down our
process of approving and
distributing assistance.
Required
Documents:
All documents must
have the same name and
identifying information to
get approved for assistance.
Submit copies of the
following documents
to
help@211tampabay.org:
1. Proof of U.S. citizenship
or
residency (one from
below)
• Current Pinellas
County Driver’s License
with Real ID Star
• U.S. Social Security
card
• U.S. birth certificate
• Valid & current U.S.
passport
• Certificate of Naturalization
• “Green card” INS
form I-151 or I-551.
2. Proof of Pinellas
County residency (one

from below)
• Current Pinellas
County Driver’s License
or State Identification
showing
a
Pinellas
County address
• Mortgage documents, rental lease, rent
receipts or letter from a
landlord or property
owner
• Proof of Homestead
Exemption
• Recent water, electric, gas, telephone, cable
television or other utility
bills in the name of the applicant indicating a current
address
within
Pinellas County
• Vehicle registration
in the name of the applicant indicating an address
within Pinellas County
• Pinellas County
Voter Identification card
• Bank, credit union,
or a similar statement indicating a home address
in Pinellas County
• Recent residence
documented by another
social service agency
within Pinellas County.
(Mobile Medical Unit or
Pinellas County Shelter).
• Canceled mail from
a Federal, State, County,
or City agency addressed

to the applicant at a Pinellas County address
• Declaration of
Domicile recorded with
the Pinellas County Clerk
of the Circuit Court
• Current professional license indicating a
home address in Pinellas
County
• Record of criminal
activity indicating a Pinellas County address when
arrested
• Employment record
indicating a home address
in Pinellas County
3. If applying for
help with past due
mortgage or utility
bills (All from below)
• PDF or clear photo
of the utility late/overdue
bills (water, sewer, electricity, and/or gas)
• PDF or clear photo

of the mortgage statement
4. If applying for
help with past due rent
bills (All from below)
• Eviction Notice or
Late Notice listing the
amount past due and a
copy of the lease.
• If the applicant receives Section 8 TenantBased
Assistance,
a
Housing Assistance Payment Contract (HAP Contract) is required in addition
to the lease agreement.
• The first page of the
lease.
• W9 from the landlord for payment
5. Signed electronic
attestation that your income loss is due to
COVID-19 with assets
under $10,000 (Provided after submitting
above documentation)

African diaspora and
teaches students about
Black literature, Black
mathematicians, and the
harm caused by colonialism. Black history and significance, she said, didn’t
just start and end with the
Civil Rights Movement.
Still, changes to the
curriculum itself are
merely a starting point.
Teachers, she said,
need antiracism training.
They need to understand
what microaggression and
gaslighting are and how
these behaviors hurt students of color.
She’d also like to see
the school board review
some of its policies. She
sees dress code policies af-

fect Black girls more than
any other group. Likewise,
some disciplinary policies
like mandatory suspensions and expulsions cause
more harm to Black and
Brown students than other
students.
A more equitable exchange of ideas between
students and teachers, Patterson said, is also a muchneeded piece in the puzzle
for a more accurate curriculum.
“Marginalized students
should have a lead in
telling our stories and our
history,” she said. “We
have to get uncomfortable.
We need to disrupt privilege. We need to see these
things for what they are.”

ningham said, because
they kept teaching their
students in a manner that
had never been before in
Pinellas County schools.
“And now when we go
back, sometimes I feel
teachers and instructional
staff are being vilified a little bit because there
aren’t able to provide
everything for everyone
at this point that’s being
asked,” she said. “And it’s
not the lack of the instructional staff trying, and it’s
not that lack of the district
trying. It’s the fact that
we’re in a pandemic, and
it’s a whole new world.”
She believes “a little
bit of grace” across the
board is essential as
everyone assimilates into
a new situation.
Sherman-White reiterated the mental health
piece, saying it is vital for
parents to hear one mes-

sage.
“We’re hearing things
from the media, we’re
being told things from instructors, and we’re hearing things from each
other,” she said.
She wants to make
sure there is a clear and
transparent plan in place
when and if a student,
teacher, or staff member
contracts COVID and the
steps that need to be
taken. Sherman-White
said parents aren’t in a position to share anything
with their children because there is so much
misinformation.
Sherman-White added
that we “are building the
plane as we go,” as this is
unchartered territory.
“I hope people understand the way that the district has rolled up their
sleeves and tried to build
this plane,” she said.

St. Petersburg High students call for the ‘decolonization’ of
Pinellas County curriculum
CURRICULUM , from front page

When the class does
turn to controversial topics—like racism—and conversation
heats
up,
Patterson said her teachers
maintain that students
keep the tone respectful in
order to allow space for discussion.
This, Patterson said, is
harmful.
“[James] Baldwin said
it best,” she said as she paraphrased one of the famed
novelist and playwright’s
well-known quotes:
“We can disagree and
still love each other unless
your disagreement is
rooted in my oppression
and denial of my humanity
and right to exist.”
This inability to dig into
controversial topics — to
look at racism and how it
functions in society and affects students like her in
and out of the classroom —
is rooted in a whitewashed
education system designed
to keep everyone feeling
safe and comfortable.

But Black students, Patterson said, feel neither
safe nor comfortable in a
classroom where they cannot discuss their own lived
experience without being
tone-policed.
“Racism,
anti-blackness, misogyny… I’m hurt
by these things every day
in some way,” she said.
To do so, Patterson
said, change within the education system is long
overdue. The petition she
co-authored might only be
a few months old, but Patterson, who is 16, is not
new to this kind of activism.
Since middle school,
she has spoken openly
about the problems she
sees within the education
system, but at that time,
she said, most people dismissed and quieted her
concerns.
When protests against
the murder of George
Floyd garnered traction
around the globe, and

Black
Lives
Matter
grabbed the attention of
the masses, Patterson saw
an opportunity to act.
“My mom didn’t want
me to protest because it
can be dangerous,” she
said. “So, I was trying to figure out how I could get involved.”
During a strategy meeting for an activist group of
which she is a part, Patterson said she and a few
other members started
talking about what role
they could play in the current call for justice and
equality for Black lives.
“I started thinking
about the fact that the
George Zimmermans and
Amy Coopers of the world
didn’t just wake up and decide to be racist. Somewhere along the line, it was
made clear [to them] that
their whiteness gives them
the right to brutalize and
oppress others,” she
averred. “They were
taught that their privilege

matters more than someone else’s humanity.”
She saw “antiracism”
become a buzzword. She
watched as books such as
“How to be an Antiracist”
by Dr. Ibram X. Kendi shot
to the top of bestseller lists.
Then, an idea came to her.
“We need more antiracism in education,” she
said. “We can fight this in
the classroom.”
After the petition garnered the Tampa Bay
Times’ attention, school
board members said they
would consider the students’ concerns.
Patterson said the
school board has invited
her to meetings around
curriculum changes, and
she plans to stay involved.
“We feel welcomed and
like [the school board] is
willing to listen to us.”
She said she hopes for
a more truthful, comprehensive curriculum that includes topics such as the
significance of 1619 and the

Crist holds parent-teacher conference over COVID concerns
CRIST, from front page

background is — you feel
like you’re working with
real-time statistics.”
“I think that the transparency issue in any endeavor is critical,” Crist
said. “Particularly when
it’s your government that
you’re paying for, and includes the most precious
thing in our lives, our children.”
Cox said that she is
friends with teachers who
have already spent all
their Lead Money —
funds allotted for classroom purchases — on not
only conventional schoolroom supplies but essentials like hand sanitizer
and disinfectant wipes.
Though some schools
have had such supplies
donated, there is still a
disparity, so getting funding from Congress to obtain critical PPE and
cleaning essentials is vital.
“It’s school to school,”
Cox pointed out. “I have
friends who got nothing
donated, and they were
given one bottle of hand
sanitizer from the school
and a rag, and that was it!”
Cunningham said that
the challenges teachers
are facing in the classroom are ongoing, as they
need to continually clean
after the students and

keep the area safe.
Though teachers have
been provided some materials from Pinellas
County Schools, they are
not going to last long term
with the money that the
county has been allotted.
Funding for staff is also
crucial, she said.
“Funding from Washington for schools, that
would be a first thing,”
Cunningham said. “The
second part is to make
sure that we have enough
teachers on staff to continue to maintain social
distancing. In seven
weeks, they have an option of bringing children
back, and I’m not sure
where they’re going to
put them because we’re
still looking at trying to
maintain distance.”
Whipple noted that to
her knowledge, maintenance staff at school had
not increased, yet the
tasks have increased exponentially due to the necessary cleanings. She
added that many families
are struggling and must
send their children to
school so they can go to
work.
“We want to be there
for their kids when their
kids are with us,” she
said.

Funding for substitute
teachers is something
Cox, a substitute teacher
herself, felt was worth
looking into.
“They’re going into
potentially classes with
COVID, without health insurance and for $70 a
day,” she said. “So, that’s
a tough ask.”
Concerning the simultaneous model that certain
schools
are
employing, in which
teachers teach in-person
and online at the same
time, Cunningham said it
is making it difficult for
the online and face to face
students to get the “full
educational experience
that they’re used to at
Pinellas County schools.”
The teachers who are
using this model are dividing their time, she explained, and in doing so
they’re not doing justice
to either group.
“I think we need to be
able to have a clear conversation on how we can
make this model more impactful to reaching our
students and our families
correctly,” she said.
Cunningham said the
kids are coming to school
now in a “whole new
world,” where they’re
wearing masks all the

time and separated from
their friends. Their teachers are wearing masks
and face shields, making
it sometimes hard to hear
them.
“Everyone’s being impacted,” she said. “And I
think that overall, mental
health, stress, emotional
well-being need to be integrated into what we’re
sharing with our students
because I don’t want to
see a generation of students that have lost because of this. I want them
to grow stronger because
of what they’ve endured.
But I think that we need
to have some additional
training, we need to have
some additional staff to be
able to help provide that
across the board.”
Teachers were regarded as heroes when
on-campus school was cut
short in the spring, Cun-
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Are you struggling to pay your
rent, mortgage or utilities?

For this teacher, this transition is
bittersweet

ST. PETERSBURG –
The Coronavirus Relief
Fund (formerly known
as the Mortgage & Utility Payment Assistance
Grant Program) provides
grants to eligible homeowners who are currently unemployed or
underemployed as a result of COVID-19 and
have fallen past due with
mortgage or utility expenses and/or are in
jeopardy of future payment delinquency due to
lost or diminished income.
Assistance is available for the following
expenses:
• Mortgage Payments
• Homeowners Association Fees
• Electric
• Water
• Gas
• Internet
• Telephone

BY FED INGRAM

Qualifications
The total household
income cannot exceed
120% of the Area Median
Income (AMI) for the St.
Petersburg/Tampa/Clea
rwater geographic area
as adjusted for household size.
Household 120%
Size
AMI
1
$59,160
2
$67,560
3
$75,960
4
$84,360
5
$91,200
6
$97,920
7
$104,640
8
$111,360
The property must be:
• Located within the
St. Petersburg municipal
boundaries
• Occupied as the
principal homestead residence of the homeowner
• Valued at less than

90% of the average sales
price established within
the Clearwater-Tampa-St.
Petersburg geographic
area ($294,601)
Need help with
rent?
The City of St. Petersburg has partnered with
local non-profit organizations to provide shortterm assistance for rent
and utilities to individuals
and families whose incomes have been affected
by COVID-19.
How to apply
Assistance is being
provided independently
through local organizations, with funding from
the city. Contact the
below organizations for
specific eligibility requirements and applications.
Catholic Charities
ccdosp.org/rent-utility
727-893-1313 x155
Boley
Centers
boleycenters.org/covid-19
727-490-0509
Additional Assistance
The City has set aside
funding to create programs and partner with
local organizations to help
residents in need. Find
more resources and information on how the city is
working to Restart St.
Pete at stpete.org/emergency/restart.php

W W W. T H E W E E K LY C H A L L E N G E R . C O M

The beginning of the
school year is a fresh start
and a time of transition. For
this teacher, it’s bittersweet.
I was recently elected
secretary-treasurer of my
national union, the American Federation of Teachers
(AFT). Beginning this
month, I will serve as one of
its top two officers, representing 1.8 million educators and public employees.
I’ll be relocating with my
family to Washington, D.C.
I’ve had an amazing and
blessed journey here in the
Sunshine State, although
not always an easy one. I
started out as a poor kid
with a stutter living in
Miami’s housing projects.
But my parents taught me
the sky was the limit, so
long as I worked hard, respected those around me,
and valued education.
They were right. I could
barely speak when I started
school. My life turned
around when a public
school music teacher
taught me to sing. I learned
to control my stutter, to
speak in public, and I
gained the desire to go on
to become a teacher and a
mentor to others.
After graduating from
Bethune Cookman University, I spent 10 years as a
band teacher at two innercity Miami high schools,
Booker T. Washington and
Carol City, where almost all
students qualified for free
and reduced lunch. We had

broken down instruments
and second-rate facilities.
Nobody expected much
from our schools or our students.
Except those students
had other ideas, and most
had parents like mine, who
taught them the only limits
you can’t exceed at are
those that you place on
yourself. My students loved
music, worked hard, and
overcame the odds to win
top ratings and state championships. Today, some of
them are doctors and
lawyers – and please know
that I couldn’t be prouder of
former students who are
now teachers.
Since I left the classroom to become a full-time
union officer, I’ve marched,
lobbied, negotiated, and advocated alongside Florida
educators for better funding for students and
schools and professional
rights for educators. I did
this first at the United
Teachers of Dade (UTD)
and later at the statewide
Florida Education Association (FEA).
My passion has always
been to open doors for
every student, regardless
of race, class, income or geography. That passion will
be the center of my work at
AFT –building on the grassroots activism and coalitionbuilding that I learned in
Florida.
As I write this, the FEA
has just won an injunction
preventing an out-of-control
governor from re-opening

our schools without a plan
to prevent the spread of
Covid-19. FEA won because we were stood up for
our students and public
safety, and we had strong
support from parents and
the community.
We don’t know what the
courts will ultimately decide, but we do know that,
regardless of the outcome,
FEA will continue to fight
for solutions to ensure that
Florida students have safe
and high-quality learning
environments, no matter if
it is in brick and mortar or
remote classrooms. It’s a
bittersweet time for me to
leave this state that I love,
but I am taking our fight
that this band teacher has
been living my entire life to
take to the national stage.
Fed Ingram is a former
Miami-Dade Teacher of
the Year, former president
of United Teachers of
Dade, and outgoing president of the Florida Education Association.
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Pinellas County School news
Dixie Hollins High School will be referred
to as Hollins High School
Unlike most schools, Dixie Hollins High School
has been commonly known over the years by its
namesake’s first name, “Dixie,” and not his last
name. The school will now be referred to as Hollins
High School. The official school name remains
Dixie M. Hollins HS.
The old nickname the “Rebels” has been replaced with the “Royals.” Blue and white will remain as the school colors. Principal Robert Florio
says the decision is school-based. The principal,
student leaders and staff met over the summer and
agreed it’s time to drop the last remaining references to the confederacy.
The news was shared with the student body on
the first day of school and they too agreed. Students are voting on a new logo from a selection of
four examples based on the current crest design
created by the school’s Academy of Entertainment
Arts students.
The school’s decision is not unique; schools
across the country have made similar decisions
and dropped references that while unintentional or
not, negatively affect groups of individuals. The
school will work on changing its marquee, adding
new signage and updating its social media platforms during this academic school year.
The school was named after the first superintendent of Pinellas County Schools, Dixie M.
Hollins, in 1912. The high school opened in 1959.
Superintendent Hollins was known for promoting
the rights of black students. Mr. Hollins made sure
they were taught by certified teachers and attended
a full school day instead of just a few months per
year. Superintendent Hollins donated land for both
Madeira Beach Elementary and Middle Schools.
His estate still today donates to Hollins High
School’s music program.
PCS Sets Guidelines for Fall Sports Attendance
Based on recommendations from the PCS Medical
Advisory Committee below are the Pinellas County
attendance rules to start the Fall sport seasons.
The attendance rules are subject to adjustments
based on the COVID-19 conditions in our High

Schools and the updated advice from the medical
professionals.
Varsity and JV Football – 25% of the stadium capacity- Electronic tickets only. All games will be
streamed
on
the
NFHS
network.
Varsity and JV Volleyball — No spectators through
September18th- volunteers and game officials only
. All games will be streamed on NFHS network.
We anticipate allowing spectators starting September
19thElectronic
tickets
only.
Swimming /Dive — No spectators through September 18th – volunteers and meet officials only.
Golf — No spectators on the golf course.
Cross Country — Spectators must stay in the viewing area designated by the meet host. Spectators
will not be permitted at the start or finish line.
Pinellas County High School Sports To Be
Broadcast Live
PCS has partnered with The Identity Tampa
Bay and NFHS Network to stream high school
sporting events. Families can watch from the comfort of their homes or on their mobile devices and
at a safe social distance or on their mobile devices.
The partnership facilitated the installation of 32 automated cameras installed at all 16 high schools.
For unlimited access to live and on demand content from the NFHS Network, fans can visit NFHSnetwork.com, search for their desired school, and
subscribe. There is a Monthly Pass for $10.99 a
month which can be cancelled at any time. There
is also a $69.99-yearly pass that is billed for 12
months at $5.83 monthly.
In addition to the NFHS Network subscription
option, The Identity Tampa Bay will broadcast multiple games per week as part of this cutting-edge
partnership. All select games broadcasted on
The Identity Tampa Bay will be free to the viewer.
Only football and volleyball games will be broadcasted this fall. The fall viewing schedule will be released soon.
PCS Forms New Curriculum Review Task
Force
The new Task Force will review K-12 curriculum in English Language Arts (ELA) and Social
Studies. The district will work with a wide cross

section of community and district stakeholders including the PCS’s Equity Specialist. The Task
Force will address the following goals over the
next eight months beginning in August 2020:
• Share current district practices related to
race and equity, including the Bridging the Gap
plan
• Review actual curriculum and curriculum
guidelines in social studies and ELA, grades K-12
• Identify areas that communicate racist views
and remove from curriculum
• Identify texts and lessons that allow for ageappropriate anti-racist education within the established state standards
• Identify next steps for implementing curriculum, including professional development and
training
Members from the following groups accepted
a PCS invitation to participate:
• African-American Heritage Association of
Florida
• Carter G. Woodson Museum
• Community Members at Large
• COQEBS
• Florida Holocaust Museum
• K-12 Teachers
• NAACP North Pinellas
• NAACP St. Petersburg
• Olu Institute of Learning
• School Board representative
• Teaching and Learning Staff
• The Curtis Museum
• University of Florida
• University of South Florida
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ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 321-6631 • www.stmarkch.org
Schedule of Services
Church School ..................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ............................... 10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union......................... 5:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
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THE ROCK OF JESUS MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
SUNDAY SERVICES/WEEKLY ACTIVITIES
10:30 a.m. Worship Service
9:00 a.m. Breakfast (First Sunday only)
9:30 a.m. Sunday School (First Sunday Only)
Sunday School 9:15 a.m. / Devotion 10:15 a.m.
Praise & Worship 10:20 a.m. / Worship Services 10:30 a.m.
Saints of Prayer - Monday 12:00 noon
Weekly Bible Study - Tuesday 6:30 p.m.
Adult Choir Rehearsals - Thursday 6:30 p.m.

Van service is available by calling: (727) 327-0015

Rev. Brian K. Brown

THE ROCK OF JESUS IS LOCATED AT:
3940 – 18th AVE. S., St. Petersburg, Florida
Telephone: 727-327-0015 • Fax: 727-327-0021
Email: rojmbe@knology.net
Office Hours: Tues. & Thurs. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

Friendship Missionary Baptist Church
3300 31st St. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300 www.fmbctheship.net
Email: fmbc3300@verizon.net
Dr. John A. Evans, Pastor

WORSHIP EvXPERIENCES

Sunday Worship .......................................................................7:45 a.m. and 10:45 a.m.
Sunday School......................................................................................................9:30 a.m.
Wednesday ..............................Noonday Wednesday in the Word and Bread of Life
7:00 p.m. Prayer and Wednesday in the Word
7:00 p.m. Youth Enrichment
Our Mission: Friendship Missionary Baptist Church is a family of believers in
Christ, reaching out to the world, preaching the gospel to the unsaved and
teaching the saved to serve by demonstrating the Love of Christ.

CHURCH NEWS
St. Mark M.B.C.
Are You Rubbing People the Right Way?
Scripture: Acts 4:34-46,
Acts 9:26-27 and Acts
15:36-39.
Pastor Brown began
this message by explaining
that rubbing someone the
wrong way leaves a negative impression on another.
If we can rub someone the
wrong way, we can rub
them the right way. The
church needs to look for
ways to rub people the
right way.
He offered three components of rubbing people
the right way from the
text:
1. The first component
to rubbing people the right
way is to bring blessings to
others. We should look for
ways to bring a blessing to
others’ lives not only with
tangibles but also with our
time, our testimony, our
talent and our tissue. We
must be willing to be a
blessing and willing to
bring blessings to others.
Acknowledging others’
feelings can be a blessing,
giving someone a smile
can be a blessing, and offering forgiveness (turning
the other cheek) can be a
blessing.
2. The second component to rubbing people the
right way is breaking bar-

riers for another. In the
text Paul was not being accepted by the apostles and
others but Barnabus gave
testimony of the change in
Paul’s life and was willing
to break down the barrier
of fear and Paul’s past life
that were barriers to him
being accepted. Rubbing
people, the right way says
I feel your pain. We need
to break down barriers
that keep us apart.
3. The last component
to rubbing people the right
way is building bridges to
others. Paul and Barnabus
had traveled together for
some time and Paul
wanted to go back and visit
the churches they had
preached at. Barnabus
agreed but wanted to bring
John Mark with them. Paul
was adamant in not wanting John Mark to go with
them, so they ended up
going their separate ways.
Barnabus had attempted
to bring Paul and John
Mark back into right relationship but Paul was unwilling.
This episode
points out to us that as
good as Paul was to the
church, he was still a work
in progress. Paul didn’t
keep this attitude about
John Mark. We see in
Timothy near the end of
Paul’s life he requested

Pastor’s Corner
BY REV. DR. DORAL R. PULLEY,
SPIRITUAL LEADER
TODAY’S CHURCH Tampa Bay

I endorse the vote!

Rev. Brian K. Brown,
Pastor
that John Mark come to
him because he was profitable to him. Jesus is our
bridge builder to God and
has provided a way for us
to have a relationship with
God.
Please be reminded
that Communion Services
will be provided in the
parking lot on the first Sunday. Participants should
be in place by 8:50 a.m.
The service will begin
promptly at 9:00 a.m.
(weather
permitting).
Prayer requests are encouraged to be made in
the comment section during live-stream services.
Please join our live
streaming service on
YouTube @ St Mark MBC
each Sunday @ 10:45 and
Wednesdays @ 7:00 p.m.

As a Spiritual Leader, it is
not my role to endorse any
candidate for president, governor, mayor, state senate,
city council or any other political office. Instead, it is my
responsibility to endorse the
right for people to vote. It is
not my job to tell people for
whom to vote, rather it is my
duty to encourage them to
take advantage of the opportunity of voting.
Voting is our constitutional right as American citizens. Our ancestors fought
for all people to have the
right to vote regardless of
their age, gender, race, culture, creed, religion, orientation,
family
dynamic,
socio-economic status, educational level, criminal background or any other
distinction.
It is also my responsibility to lead by example by voting myself. Whom I choose
to vote for is private and no
one else’s business. I refuse
to use my influence to sway
people in the direction of one
candidate or another. Instead
it is my charge to pray for the
right and perfect person to
be elected to office so that he

or she can work for the highest and the best for all his or
her constituents.
In addition to endorsing
the vote, it is my call to support the entire process that
leads to the vote. I endorse
people having the right to
run for any office for which
they qualify and I encourage
people who feel so inclined to
fill vacancies that match their
expertise and passion. I also
do everything in my power to
encourage people to register
to vote so that they can exercise their God given right to
make good choices and wise
decisions
(Deuteronomy
30:19).
As a minister, it is also my
duty to establish forums, support debates and encourage
healthy dialogue where the
issues of our day as well as
practical solutions are being
discussed. I endorse people
voicing their opinions about
the issues that concern them.
My role is to create and maintain peaceful environments
where people can hear and
listen to others whose opinions may be different than
their own.
Endeavoring to keep the

unity of the Spirit in the bond
of peace, it is my responsibility that once the election is
over to unite people for the
greater good of our community no matter who their candidates were (Ephesians 4:3).
As a clergyperson, it is also
my role to pray for everyone
who is in office and everyone
elected to an office because
ultimately “God is the judge
and God puts down one and
sets up another (Psalm
75:7).”
It is also my responsibility to hold those in office accountable to what they
promised to do and to give
them ideas of how to make
our community better. Even
if I disagree with the views of
a person in office, I respect
the office that he or she
holds and I see him or her as
a child of God made in the
image and likeness of God
(Genesis 1:26-28). Amidst
political challenges, I remind
myself and others of the
truth that “all things work together for our good because
we love God and are the
called according to God’s
purpose (Romans 8:28).”
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955 20th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 894-4311

First Baptist Institutional Church

Email: info@mzprogressive.org
Website: www.mzprogressive.org

3144 Third Avenue South,
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 727-323-7518

Sunday Worship Services............................7:45 a.m. & 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School...................................................................9:00 a.m.
Wednesday Mid-Day Bible Study .......................Noon - 12:30 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Service ...............................................6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study ....................................................6:30 p.m.
Youth Chapel Services - 921 20th Street South
Sunday Worship Service .................................................10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Small Group Bible Study ..............................6:30 p.m.
Rev. Louis M. Murphy Sr.
Senior Pastor

The Weekly Challenger

www.theweeklychallenger.com
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Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Praise Time 10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.

Mission Statement:

Tuesday Night Live Prayer Service & Bible Study 7 p.m.

Impact the world by equipping believers
to reach the lost with the gospel of Jesus Christ.

Come Worship With the First Baptist Family

BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH
3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240
E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com Web site: www.bmmbc.org

BETHEL COMMUNITY BAPTIST CHURCH
2901 - 54th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL. 33712
(727) 866-2567

Sunday Worship Service ....................10:15 a.m.

SERVICES
Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.

Sunday School .....................................9:00 a.m.
Teen Summit (Wednesday)..................7:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Wednesday) ....................7:00 p.m.

“God’s House To The City”

REV. DR. WAYNE G. THOMPSON,
PASTOR

Sunday Worship Service: 10:00 a.m.
Rev. Rickey L. Houston,
Pastor

Rev. Dr. Manuel L. Sykes

Mid-Week Worship: Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

Welcome – Bienvenidos
ST. AUGUSTINE’S EPISCOPAL CHURCH

Joyful Spirit, Joyful Jazz
The Rev. Josie Rose,
Priest-in-Charge

2920 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg 33712
727-867-6774
StAugustine@tampabay.rr.com

Sunday Communion and Worship Service 9:00 a.m.
Communion and Healing Service 11:00 a.m. Tuesdays
First Mount Zion Missionary Baptist Church
1121 22nd Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 327-8708

Rev. Wallace Elliott
Sr. - Pastor

Sunday Worship Services 8:00 and 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School.............................9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting (Tuesday) ...........6:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Tuesday) .................7:00 p.m.
Baptist Training Union (Sunday) ..4:00 p.m.

“The Little Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Victory Christian Center Church

Donn & Jean
Freshler

Victory Christian Center is a Word of Faith Church.
For more information about the other services and
ministries at Victory Christian Center, please call (727) 321-0911.
*Nursery and Youth Services Available

Contact:
www.TheWeeklyChallenger.com

20th Street
Church Of Christ

3012 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Fla. 33712
(727) 321-0911
www.Victorychristiancenterchurch.org
Schedule of Services
Sunday Worship*
10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study* -7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer -7:00 p.m.
Intercessory Prayer - 9:00 a.m.
(except Wednesdays)

YOUR CHURCH AD
COULD BE HERE!

Bro. Robert Smith

825 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Home: 896-8006

Sunday Bible Class (All Ages)
Sunday Morning Worship
Sunday Evening Worship
Ladies Bible Class Monday
Monday Evening Bible Class
Wednesday Morning Bible Class
Wednesday Evening Bible Class

..........8:30 a.m.
..........9:45 a.m.
.........6:00 p.m.
..........7:00 p.m.
..........7:00 p.m.
........10:00 a.m.
............7:00 p.m.

INSPIRATIONS
BY DIERDRE DOWNING-JACKSON

God’s Restorative Sleep
“ ...He makes me to lie down in green pastures... He restores my
soul... Psalm 23:2-3

When we continue to lean on GOD, He promises to deliver us.
With our minds stayed on JESUS, we will receive His perfect peace.

“When listening to a beautiful song entitled, “Here comes the glory
of the LORD”, it was a blessing to be reminded that JESUS is coming
with freedom, healing and peace. It is good to be reminded that in
this season of unprecedented challenges and uncertainty we are assured in the ‘coming of the Glory of the LORD JESUS’!

As we wait on GOD, this season of restorative sleep gives our
minds, our spirits, and our bodies the strength to go through these
extreme trials and tribulations.

In this season we are hearing from so many loved ones, family
members and friends requesting prayer and truly in need of GOD’s
blessed assurance. We all seem to be eating and sleeping more than
ever due to this global unrest, and experiencing
the fear of yet another threatening of the reality of death in the
midst of a global viral pandemic.
Holy Spirit we thank you for blessing us with GOD’s restorative
sleep. A restorative sleep that only GOD can give to prepare His people for what He has in store for “the ear that has not heard nor for the
eye that hath not seen” what GOD has prepared for him that waits on
Him.

GOD will not forsake us and HE will comfort our hearts. HE will
restore our joy. HE will protect, heal and provide all that we need. Remember the LORD JESUS CHRIST is the same yesterday, and today
and forever”.
AMEN
“For since the beginning of the world men have not heard, nor perceived by the ear, neither hath the eye seen, O GOD, beside thee,
what He hath prepared for him that waiteth for Him.”
“JESUS CHRIST the same yesterday, and today, and for ever.”
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Fight, Flight, or Freeze: Let us address our trauma together, part 3
A Black psychologist’s call to action addressing the trauma of racism, murder, injustice and death in America
BY APRIL M. JACKSONJAMES, PH.D.
Licensed Psychologist

In the previous article, I
mentioned the need for a
movement to treat our community’s trauma. We are
asking you to be a part of
this initiative — this coming
together to heal. We are
launching a pilot program in
Tampa Bay that we expect
to become a model for the
rest of the nation.
Specifically, the movement has seven pillars of expanding mental health care
access in our community:
1. You gotta learn
This means that we
must increase the availability of “culturally competent,” “trauma-informed”
counselors in Tampa Bay.
We need more. We need
our graduate school training programs to produce
more, and we need our professionals to learn these
skills as continuing education. This will require training and retraining. This will
likely require a mandate.
2. Stop forcing families
to triage their mental health
care
Ensuring that our com-

munity members have a
way to pay for trauma care
is very important. Mental
health care is expensive.
Our public health system is
overwhelmed; our private
providers have the same expenses with lower and
lower reimbursement rates
and higher and higher student loans.
As a community, we
must develop creative ways
to make sure that what is
needed to effect real
change can actually be paid
for in the real world. This includes self-pay, sliding-fee
scales, private insurance,
Medicaid, Medicare, and
private funds available to
those who cannot access,
lose access to, or qualify for
any of the above.
3. Trauma is not tidy; it
lashes out everywhere
Increasing awareness
and referrals in various venues including but not limited to private practices,
medical practices for adults
and youth, public mental
health, substance abuse
programs, public school,
churches, juvenile justice,
adult corrections, and community member police in-

teractions are absolutely
necessary.
If everyone does not
know trauma when they see
it, then it still will not be effectively assessed, appropriate referrals will still not be
made, and poor treatment
outcomes, health disparities, and deaths will continue into our future as well
as being our present fate.
4. Hey, doctor/counselor, this is on you
Once the referrals
begin, in order to keep and
effectively reach patients in
this climate of distrust, we
need providers who are willing to break through the
difficulties presented by
their clients and patients.
This means not using
the word “resistant” or the
term “non-compliant” about
a patient or client, but instead taking personal and
professional responsibility
for engaging the population
of patients and clients that
obviously need care but do
not yet trust us enough to
seek it out.
These patients may not
be friendly, they likely will
not like or trust us upfront,
they do not want to be labeled, and they do not believe that the mental health
community and frequently
the medical community can
or wants to help them. So
what? Be willing to prove
yourself.
5. It is your responsibility, but you are not alone
Learning the skills to
engage individuals fighting
through trauma is not an
easy endeavor. It may not
even be readily available in
the medical, psychological,
or counseling world most of

us know about. I am proposing that we make it more
available, ubiquitous even.
Everyone in this struggle needs to learn how to
overcome their personal biases and breakthrough
their patient’s mistrust,
anger, rolling disclosure
and white coat syndrome.
That means that our fields
must prioritize teaching
trainees, physicians, and
counselors
evidencedbased, effective methods for
engaging this population of
patients and clients.
As a community of professionals, we can seek
knowledge from various
successful models. For example, Multi-System Family
Therapy models such as
Multidimensional Family
Therapy and Functional
Family Therapy to engage
our patients, make the doctor-patient relationship primary and stop blaming the
victim.
Let us show the traumatized patient that slowly
over time, we care enough
to stick with them and help
them heal.
6. Guess who else has
trauma
Providers, we know you
are drained. Our community must create safe spaces
and places of support for
the providers of trauma
care. This includes, but is
not limited to, creating time
and capacity for physicians,
psychologists, counselors,
clergy, teachers, reporters,
police, and various other
criminal justice professionals to receive unbiased,
trauma-informed
care
themselves. Witnessing the
repeated effects of trauma is

traumatizing.
7. Mental health pain
matters
Finally, as a community,
we must ensure that we are
making a consistent and
public push to eliminate the
significant STIGMA associated with needing to access
mental health care.
Not only won’t people of
color, those struggling with
internalized racist believes,
those struggling with
poverty, and those freezing
in the face of overwhelming
social injustice not seek
care if we continue to pretend that there is a difference between mental health
care and physical health
care, but our providers and
assessors of mental health
care will also avoid treatment if their emotional reactions to on-going trauma
exposure are deemed to be
“crazy” or somehow out of
the norm.
Our community has
been traumatized. Black,
white, Latin, Asian, and
everyone in between carries America’s traumatizing
DNA.
We have a modest list of
counselors ready to answer
the call for our Tampa Bay
pilot program. We want to
continue adding to that list
across Tampa Bay, and in
the time of Coronavirus and
telehealth
technology,
across Florida even.
If you know a good
provider, send their contact information to Dominique@betteronpurpos
e.com.
We are asking you to
help us by becoming a part
of the healing process.
When you get our call, and

April Jackson-James
we ask you to become an
active stakeholder and lend
your expertise in your area
of greatness to this “movement of care,” will you answer YES? If so, feel free to
call us even before we call
you.
We are raising funds to
help individuals and families
pay for the care they need
while our counselors are
donating their time for assessing the needs of those
who call. Once we complete
our local pilot program, and
determine the effectiveness
of these efforts, look for us
in a community near you.
This is a call to action.
Together we can break the
stigma of trauma treatment,
address the needs of those
traumatized by racial violence, and expand the access to care across our
nation.
Founder of the Metamorphosis Life Revitalizing
Center in Tampa, Dr. April
M. Jackson-James is a
highly-skilled, licensed psychologist with a passion for
God, family, and family therapy. For more information,
visit betteronpurpose.com.
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ST. PETE YOUTH FARM
Intro to propagation
wasn’t sure if we’d still be
able to work with plants. To
my surprise, we hosted a
young gardener named
Deja-Denice Sherrod.
Sherrod recently graduated from East Carolina
University. Although she
went to school for sociology and African-American
studies, she has been gardening for three years and
currently works at Bloom
Garden Shop.
It was exciting to find
this young, relatable
woman who looked like

BY ANAYA GRAHAM, 15
Youth Farm Participant

ST. PETERSBURG –
Over the summer, as part
of the St. Pete Youth Farm
program,
Wednesdays
were used to take care of
our 19 raised beds. As the
summer grew hotter and
hotter, we finally decided to
work exclusively indoors.
Other than preparing
bags of snacks for the
homeless in St. Petersburg
as part of our positive messages to the community, I

me come in and teach an
intro to propagation workshop. She explained to us
that the process of propagation is when you take a
piece of the mother plant to
grow another.
My fellow ambassadors
and I thought the process
of propagation was very
easy to do and quickly
learned. The plants that we
received in mini pots were
called pothos. They are
very easy to take care of,
but we have to be gentle
with them because they are

baby plants.
She said that her goal
with us that day was to get
us to make their own
plants by propagating
them. I enjoyed this project
and learned there are
many benefits to learning
about propagation.
One benefit is creating
multiple plants to improve
my oxygen intake. Another
benefit is to use them to
create gifts or sell them for
profit. It’s something that
you can easily do at home.
Sherrod emphasized the
fact that you could expand
your knowledge further by
watching YouTube videos.
I liked the idea that
one small plant could be
turned into a whole garden. Even though we’re
still dealing with COVID,
you can do anything you
put your mind to. This is a
great skill to learn!
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The 2021 summer and fall application process is underway at USFSP
BY SERGE W. DESIR JR.
Director, Orientation and Enrollment Marketing Services

ST. PETERSBURG – I
know there are a lot of questions right now about how
the Coronavirus pandemic is
affecting students who plan
on applying to college. That’s
why I want to talk to you
today about the admissions
application process.
Despite everything happening in our community
and across the globe, the college application timing has
not changed. The applications for next summer and
fall are already open at the
University of South Florida
and other schools across the
nation. The review process
will begin in the next couple
of months.
That having been said,
there are some new considerations given the COVID-19
situation. I’ll address all of
those in the recommendations below.
I also want to take a
minute to emphasize our
commitment at USF’s St. Petersburg campus to welcoming students from south St.
Petersburg. I am a proud
graduate of Gibbs High
School, and I want to do

everything I can to help others from my community find
success at USF St. Petersburg.
There are multiple pathways to gain entry to our university, from transitioning in
as a transfer student to applying for the spring semester.
We’re always available to talk
to you about your options, so
please don’t hesitate to reach
out.
Now, let’s get started:
1. Apply Now: As mentioned above, if the application for the college or
university in which you’re interested is open for next summer or fall, submit the
application as soon as you
can. This allows you to get
the one element entirely in
your control done.
Be thorough, honest and
concise. If you’re unsure
about how to answer a question, either err on the side of
caution and provide the information or contact the admissions office for guidance.
2. Get a Fee Waiver or
Pay the Fee: Perhaps more
than in recent memory, taking the time to request an application fee waiver is critical.
Most colleges will accept fee
waivers from the ACT, College Board or NACAC,

which usually must be
signed by your high school
college counselor before submission to the admissions office.
Please note that even if
the online admissions application portal has a way to accept fee waiver requests
electronically, there may be a
delay in the request being
recognized and approved.
Consequently, making this
arrangement early is very important.
3. Submit Your High
School Transcripts: Before
the pandemic, it would have
been easy to say submitting
your high school transcript
immediately after your application was a clear next step.
However, if there were
changes to your academic
plan as a result of COVID-19,
work with your college counselor and the admissions office to make sure you time
the submission in a way that
works best, given your circumstances.
Many colleges still encourage students to submit
their transcripts as early as
possible in the fall of their
senior year. Not only does
this enhance the likelihood
you’ll be offered admission,
but it also puts you in the best

position for scholarship and
other special opportunities.
Do not wait for your first-semester senior grades to be
available either, not unless
you’re advised to do so by
your college counselor or an
admissions officer. Get in
what you can as soon as possible! (Sensing a theme yet?)
4. Submit Test Scores:
There is a lot of uncertainty
about ACT and SATs for the
high school class of ‘21. During the pandemic, many standardized tests were canceled
or postponed, limiting – if not
outright restricting – students’ testing opportunities.
Hopefully, rising seniors
were able to get at least one
test completed over the past
few months.
Fortunately, more and
more colleges across the nation are going “test-optional,”
meaning they may not require the submission of standardized tests for the
admissions review process. If
one of the colleges you’re
considering is “test-optional,”
understanding what that
means – and how it may be
limited in breadth (for example, for admission but not for
scholarship consideration) –
is important.
Please note that at the
time of this column’s publication, Florida’s State University System (SUS) has not yet
determined if any of the public universities – like USF –
will be test-optional. If you
have test results and you’re
interested in a state institution, submit them as soon as
you can. If they’re not quite
where they need to be, colleges will encourage you to
retest if there’s time. As with
transcripts, get in what you
can ASAP!
5. Arrange Quality

Recommendations Now:
Many colleges appreciate,
and some require, recommendations from teachers,
high school counselors and
others who know you best.
To get the most of these recommendations, be sure to
give those writing them
enough time to write them.
Also, make sure that if there
are specific questions, they’re
supposed to address on your
behalf, that your recommenders understand them.
Finally, make sure that
you’re approaching folks who
can speak honestly, appreciatively, and well (grammatically and personally) about
you but who also have a degree of objectivity. So, steer
clear of family members and
close personal friends for
these recommendations!
6. Write Thoughtful
Essays: As with recommendations, a personal essay may
be encouraged or required
by your college. For larger
institutions, the essay may be
one of the best ways for the
admissions staff to get to
know you beyond the blackand-white of your transcripts
and test scores, so take them
seriously. Be sure to understand and answer the
prompt, especially if the
essay is required.
Also, make sure to read
your draft repeatedly to find
errors before you submit it:
spell check, grammar check,
college name check! Finally,
consider what you really
want to share about yourself
to make you stand out.
For example, almost
every college-bound student
will have a COVID-19 tale, so
writing an essay about that is
not going to have much of an
impact (not to mention that
the admissions folks reading

Serge W. Desir
your essay have their own
stories). Instead, write about
one of your many other qualities that make you the type
of person who will be academically successful and take
the college to the next level.
7. Follow the Admissions Process: This could
be the first suggestion given
its importance. Check each
college’s admissions requirements.
Even among
Florida’s state university system, there are significant differences
among
the
universities’ admissions criteria and procedures.
Make sure to fulfill all obligations for each college
you’re considering and that
you do so sooner rather than
later. The last thing you want
to experience is a glitch or
technical issue with your
computer, smartphone, or
tablet the night before your
application is due.
I hope this list provides
you with a running start. If
you have additional questions, USF’s St. Petersburg
offers a program called Pinellas Access to Higher Education (PATHE) program.
PATHE counselors can assist
you and can be reached at
727-873-4728. We are here if
you need us!

SPC received $1 Million to support minority students in STEM
ST. PETERSBURG –
U.S. Representative Charlie
Crist presented St. Petersburg College (SPC) $1 million grant at the SPC
Midtown Center for the
Tampa Bay Bridge to the
Baccalaureate Alliance (TBB2B) program. The program will help increase
diversity and support the
advancement of Black, Hispanic, and underrepresented communities in
science, technology, engineering, and mathematics
(STEM) degrees.
“This grant will increase
Black and Hispanic students in Pinellas County’s
access to a STEM education, opening the door to
better-paying jobs and
strengthening the workforce in our area,” said Crist.
“I’m proud of the work
being done by SPC and
their regional partners,
leading the charge to create
greater opportunities for

minority students in cutting
edge fields where we need
more skilled workers.”
“It takes a village to
meet the needs of our minority students,” SPC President Tonjua Williams said.
“We are proud to collaborate with our regional institutions to continue the great
work of increasing access to
STEM programs and to
meet the needs of the
Tampa Bay workforce.
Thank you, Representative
Crist, for your continued
support of the Tampa Bay
Bridge to the Baccalaureate
Alliance.”
The grant, awarded by
the National Science Foundation (NSF), will allow
SPC to fund activities focused on student recruitment and retention through
advising, mentorship, and
peer connections. The funding will also be used for undergraduate
research
experiences, career explo-

ration, and professional development, activities which
will be supported by a network of regional partners,
including four-year institutions, research centers, and
STEM enterprises to help
minority students graduate
with STEM degrees and
successfully step into the
workforce.
“The TB-B2B Alliance
has accomplished so much
in its first grant cycle,” said
SPC B2B Project Alliance
Manager Kelliann Ganoo.
“The Alliance has provided
many opportunities for underrepresented minority
students majoring in
STEM to enhance their resumes and prepare them
for transfer into a baccalaureate degree.”
A member of the Appropriations Committee and
the Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, and Science,
with jurisdiction over NSF
funding,
Congressman

Crist successfully fought for
increased NSF funding. He
worked alongside his colleagues to pass legislation
funding the NSF at $8.55 billion in FY’21, an increase of

$270 million from last year,
to support and foster innovation and U.S. economic
competitiveness.
TB-B2B is led by St. Petersburg College in partner-

ship with Hillsborough
Community College and
State College of Florida
Manatee-Sarasota, with the
University of South Florida
as an informal partner.

plan was previously operational and successful in the
now-defunct Business Assistance Center. A component of the plan was the
Corridor Program, where
staff was assigned to Midtown business corridors
were responsible for ensuring businesses were
trained and assisted.
The name Joe Furst is
making its rounds on the
Deuces in conjunction with
a plan to rezone areas of
the corridor. Furst is a developer in the South
Florida area and is working
with a group to change the
zoning from industrial to
mixed-use ( office, retail,
housing).
Community input to date
has been questionable. A halfhearted attempt at a Zoom
meeting resulted in limited
community participation, and
salient questions regarding
community participation and
benefit remain.

So the question remains — progress for
whom? Is 22nd Street the
next Dome Industrial Park,
replete with opportunities
and promises to be realized
by everyone except the
Black community?
If our community and
those selected to represent us follow the same
course, the answer is a resounding yes.
I leave you with two
things to consider. First, to
all of those on the outside
looking in, you fail to understand the alleged stadium
progress, the interstates
and other purported improvements disrupted families, destroyed institutions
that imparted culture and
tradition and destroyed
community cohesion.
The local governments
in St. Petersburg and other
areas across the country
failed to control slum landlords, did not enforce ap-

propriate codes, collect the
trash, pave the streets and
alleys, employ competent
personnel, and hold businesses accountable for discrimination and systemic
racism. If they had only
done their jobs then and do
their jobs now, there would
be no need to completely
destroy a way of life. If I
were cynical, I would truly
question the motives.
Whose interests are truly
at the forefront?
Second, let’s make no
mistake about it — change
is coming to the Gas Plant
area and the Deuces. Will
we be prepared? Will our
elected officials sell out or
fight for the greater good.
Will our pastors, community activists, business owners, and others resist the
temptation to look out only
for self and consider the
larger collective?
The time is now to
come together and develop

an Afrocentric plan to benefit the entire Black community and not the isolated
interests of a few.
In the event, we cannot
provide services for the
proposed developments,
and other African Americans from different parts of
the country have the capacity, will we insist on staying
local and deny people of
color an opportunity because of our inability to
meet the requirements?
Existing and budding
entrepreneurs, now is the
time to hone your skills, develop your business plans,
explore your financing and
get serious about the upcoming opportunities.
I am told success is
when opportunity and
preparation meet. Opportunity is like an impending
category five storm. It is
coming; it will be large and
powerful. Will we be prepared?

U.S. Representative Charlie Crist, SPC President Dr. Tonjua Williams
and SPC Provost Dr. Tashika Griffith)

Progress for whom?
PROGRESS, from front page

Will there be incentives
or requirements to ensure
Black business owners or
entrepreneurs are represented on the redeveloped
site? This and other relevant questions need to be
asked and answered.
Further south on 22nd
Street, the city paid a halfmillion dollars to develop a
master plan for the Deuces
and the Warehouse Arts
District.
Additionally,
Callaloo, the Historic Manhattan Casino operators, offered
an
unsolicited
four-page plan to correct
their failures at the Manhattan. Unable to turn a
profit, the group offered to
restructure the agreement,
proposing what amounts to
a food flea market, where a
consortium of varied businesses will occupy space,
essentially subletting from
Callaloo.
Councilmember Lisa
Wheeler-Bowman wanted

assurances CRA (Midtown)
residents would be allowed
to participate, but she was
unsuccessful. A Callaloo
partner, retired Buccaneer
player Vincent Jackson, opposed the idea citing a need
to “pay the rent.”
Councilmember Amy
Foster noted the irony of
the new Callaloo proposal;
in 2017, a group competing
against Callaloo submitted a
similar proposal that was rejected by Mayor Kriseman.
City Council voted 5 to
3 to amend Callaloo’s lease,
granting the group permission to move forward with
the flea market concept.
Wheeler-Bowman, Foster
and Brandi Gabbard voted
against the amended lease.
Deborah Figgs-Sanders
voted in favor of the
amendment. Councilmember Gina Driscoll suggested there should be a
plan to train entrepreneurs,
obviously unaware that a
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